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lambe photographers (street photographers 
acting in public squares, parks and gardens) is to 
see it how it effectively shows itself to the general 
public: stripped of its facet as the origin of Brazilian 
modernist architecture and of its unique original 
manifestation through Niemeyer’s curves, which 
detaches it from the straight and cold European 
rationalism of the early 20th Century. The lambe-
lambes, used to photographing people in their 
leisure moments, capture their souls projected 

over the landscape, their moments in an instant of 
time. Caught by the cameras, Pampulha buildings 
become characters and, just like people, turn 
themselves into majesties, revealing their 
symbolic and historical density.
The Casino-museum multiplies itself, the Church 
becomes holier, the Yatch Club’s roof even more 
daring, and the Ballroom House more dancing. 
Juscelino Kubitscheck, Pampulha’s idealizer, 
would be thrilled.
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Differently from other constructions proposed by 
Niemeyer around Pampulha Lake, the head office 
of the Yatch Club is an edi� ce featuring straight lines. 
However, the design of its roof in an inverted position 
(butter� y roof) brings lightness to the architecture and 
makes the construction look like a sailboat � oating on 
the waters, rather than a simple boat alongside the lake. 
In order to control the entrance of light into the building, 

vertical turning shades were installed. Known as ‘brises 
soleils’, they were widely used in modernist architecture 
for their efficiency and aesthetic appeal. The Yatch Club, 
originally idealized and used as a nautical sports center, 
is aligned with the ideal Juscelino Kubitschek (JK) had 
for Pampulha in the 1940s: a leisure area where people 
could celebrate the pleasure of freedom and enjoy 
modern equipment within an exquisite natural landscape. 

The Ballroom House was projected to be a dancing restaurant, a popular 
venue in Pampulha, conceived as a “good will gesture towards those who 
did not belong to the elite” (2). Built on an arti� cial island, the architecture 
bene� ts from its location out into the lake and establishes a dialog with 
the water through its wavy marquise that underlines the construction and, 
together with the columns, frames the natural landscape. The � oor plan 
of the building is quite original: a � rst circle is tangibly inscribed within 
a second larger one. As in an architectural trick, the support rooms are 
disguised and the main hall stands out as the focus of a “multi-sensorial 
experience, not only visual, but also gastronomic and musical”(2). 

It is at Pampulha Church that Niemeyer 
experiments, in a more radical way, 
with the plastic possibilities provided 
by the reinforced concrete technology. 
In an unexpected sequence of domes, 
the temple presents a new aesthetic 
in relation to the prevailing religious 
architecture of its time. Joining the main 
body of the building, which is covered 
with blue and white tiles and tablets, 
are the oblique and tense lines of the 
marquise, the lattice belfry, and the cross. 
The oddness of the architecture and the 
innovative art pieces caused controversy 
on the occasion of the opening of the 
church. The Catholic Church did not 
approve of it seeing it as a subversive 
work, and kept its doors closed for many 
years, threatening to demolish it. Finally, 
in 1959, the São Francisco de Assis 
Church was consecrated and opened 
to the community. Today, the edi� ce still 
guards its position as an emblematic 
representation of Pampulha and Belo 
Horizonte as a whole.
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Yatch CLUB
1.350 Otacílio Negrão de Lima Avenue

Original purpose: casino
Current purpose: contemporary art museum
Construction: 1940-42
Architect: Oscar Niemeyer
Structural project: Joaquim Cardozo
Constructor: Marco Paulo Rabello
Landscaping: Roberto Burle Marx
Sculptures: Alfredo Ceschiatti, August 
Zamoyski and José Alves Pedrosa
National, State and Municipal Heritage 
Property Designation

Visiting hours: from Tuesday to 
Sunday, from 9:00 am to 7:00 pm

Original purpose: public club
Current purpose: private club
Construction: 1940-43
Architect: Oscar Niemeyer
Constructor: Marco Paulo Rabello
Structural project: Joaquim Cardozo
Landscaping: Roberto Burle Marx
Art: Cândido Portinari (painting: 
“O suicídio da consciência” - “The 
suicide of consciousness”); Burle 
Marx (painting: “O Esporte” - “The 
Sport”, 1942)
National, State and Municipal Heritage 
Property Designation.

Visiting hours: not open to the 
public

Original purpose: dancing restaurant
Current purpose: Reference Center of Urbanism, 
Architecture and Design
Construction: 1940-42
Architect: Oscar Niemeyer
Constructor: Marco Paulo Rabello
Structural project: Albino Froufe
Landscaping: Roberto Burle Marx
National, State and Municipal Heritage Property 
Designation

Visiting hours: from Tuesday to Sunday, 
from 9:00 am to 7:00 pm

JK’s vacation house designed by Niemeyer is a model of the residential 
housing proposed for Pampulha. On a generous land area facing the 
lake, it is set back on the property leaving room for a rock garden 
projected by Burle Marx. The internal areas of the residency are 
integrated to the garden, the social ambiance is large and the intimate 
part is well concealed, which can be noticed even from the outside. The 
architecture is highlighted by innovations such as the suite, the garage, 
the butter� y roof (in “V” shape), the exquisite wooden façade (typically 
used in Minas Gerais colonial architecture), and the panels by Alfredo 
Volpi and Paulo Werneck. The modernist furniture is well preserved 
and illustrates the domestic scene idealized by Niemeyer and JK.

Original purpose: residential
Current purpose: institutional
Construction: 1940-43
Architect: Oscar Niemeyer
Constructor: not informed
Structural project: Joaquim Cardozo
Landscaping: Roberto Burle Marx
Tile panel: Alfredo Volpi
Tablet panel: Paulo Werneck
National, State and Municipal Heritage 
Property Designation

Visiting hours: information on 
www.pbh.gov.br/cultura

Original purpose: religious temple
Current purpose: religious temple
Construction: 1943-44
Architect: Oscar Niemeyer
Constructor: Marco Paulo Rabello
Structural project: Joaquim Cardozo
Landscaping: Roberto Burle Marx
Panels: Cândido Portinari, Paulo 
Werneck (mosaic)
Sculpture: Alfredo Ceschiatti
National, State and Municipal 
Heritage Property Designation

MUSEUMART 
PAMPULHA

16.585 Otacílio Negrão de Lima Avenue

The building currently housing the Pampulha Art Museum originally 
appeared as a casino intended to receive Belo Horizonte 1940s 
elite. Located on a high ground land that reaches out into the lake, 
the edi� ce stands out in the landscape surrounding it. The curving 
glass body leaning over the lake announces the elegance of its 
interior. Onyx-coated walls and stainless steel columns hosted the 
guests’ social delight. In the ‘Crystal Palace’, as it was known, marble, 
granite, alabaster, stainless steel, pink-tinged mirrors, and noble wood 
set the scenery where the “city’s smart set elegantly posed along 
the ramps”(1) and took turns dancing, gambling, and socializing.

Visiting hours: from Tuesday to Saturday, and holidays, from 
9:00 am to 5:00 pm; Sunday, from 11:00 am to 5:00 pm. Open 
to the public on Sundays at 9:30 am for the Mass

(1) NIEMEYER, Oscar. Minha arquitetura: 1937-2004. Rio de Janeiro: Revan, 2002. (2) UNDERWOOD, David Kendric. Oscar Niemeyer e o modernismo de formas livres no Brasil. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 2010. Photographs by lambe-lambe photographer Wagner José da Silva.


